Boston Run –
The Marathon Thriller: pure excitement
by Frank Lauenroth
SALES HANDLE
Breathtaking, non-violent thriller combining the heat of the
Boston Marathon with vengence, greed and love.
KEY SELLING POINTS
-DOn April 16, 2018, the Boston Marathon will celebrate
-Dits 122nd anniversary – the perfect occasion to release
-Da novel set in just this marathon.
-DThrillers and action books are extremely popular, but
-Dthere are very few non-violent thrillers. "Boston Run" is!
-DNevertheless it is breathtaking and even conveys interest-Ding details about the Boston Marathon.
-DThis book is a perfect thrill ... not only for runners.
-DTo boost media support, donate a part of the proceeds
-Dto a relief fund for victims of the 2013 bomb attacks.
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DESCRIPTION
Boston Run is a classic thriller. The NSA takes up the hunt
for an ex-secret service agent and his friend who plan to win
the Boston Marathon, and the $150,000 prize money,
aided by a perfect doping substance. The doping substance
is merely a literary ploy to lend the dynamic and extremely
suspenseful pursuit throughout Boston credibility. The
topic of doping itself plays no further role. On the contrary,
the entire effort serves a much greater plan...
Although the plot is centered on the Boston Marathon, not
only racers will be running to buy it! Readers in Germany
prove this point.
No blood is lost in the novel and it was written several years
before the bomb attacks in 2013.
There already is a successful sequel "New York Run", and
"Chicago Run" will be published in Germany in 2018.
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